“The device is very handy and robust and
the audio quality is impressive. I would
also like to point out that the large display
shows everything you need at once and
you understand it straight away – it is very
intuitive and highly user-friendly”.
Thomas Stigaard Hansen, co-owner of Grove & Partners

the SpeechExec Enterprise dictation
workflow solution. Since then the
solution is successfully implemented
and has become an integral part of their
working method.
“Handling casework is the main
part of our daily working routine.
Personal injury cases imply a lot of
correspondence and procedures,
therefore we have a great need for a
seamless functioning dictation solution”,
says Thomas Stigaard Hansen, co-owner
of Grove & Partners.
The new Pocket Memo
The dictation hardware is very crucial
for law firms when investing in a new
solution. It is a working tool used every
day for hours. Therefore product quality
is top priority for the users.
“The device is very handy and robust
and the audio quality is impressive. I
would also like to point out that the
large display shows everything you need
at once and you understand it straight
away – it is very intuitive and highly userfriendly. After fifteen minutes with the
new Philips recorder you have forgotten
that you have something new. It feels

like we have had it all the time – and this
means a lot to us”, says Mr. Hansen.
A digital map of the working
process
The combined workflow software turns
the device into a solution. At Grove &
Partners the workflow can be described
as follows: The lawyer dictates the
relevant document with the dictation
recorder. When finishing the dictation,
the audio file is automatically loaded into
the SpeechExec Enterprise software and
it appears on the transcriptionists’ work
list. The transcriptionist can already
see the lengths of the dictation, case
number, case name, client name, which
priority it has and other information.
The document can be created within
seconds after the dictation.
On top of that the SpeechExec
Enterprise software enables locationindependent working with highest
security standards, which is very
appreciated by Grove & Partners.
“For us it is important that a dictation
solution provides freedom and flexibility
in our every day lives. For example we
can work from home or one of our
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